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Abstract
This research explores how television viewers’ online program engagement (OPE)—engagement in social media conversations
about television programs—relates to audience size during ads in those programs. We leverage a multisource dataset of 8417 ad
instances, volume and deviation measures of OPE activity (program-related Twitter mentions), and audience size during ads. We
show that increases in OPE volume and positive deviations from the episode’s average level of OPE before an ad relate to higher
ad audience size. To explain, we argue that OPE reflects viewers’ program involvement which attenuates their channel-changing
behavior during ads. Positive OPE deviations moreover relate to higher ad audience sizes most strongly for earlier ads in a break.
Our results help television networks and advertisers strategically determine ad placements for increased ad audience size by
highlighting social episodes (characterized by high OPE volume) and social moments (characterized by positive OPE deviations)
as attractive advertising environments.
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Introduction

Watching live television is currently the most popular form of
media consumption, to which the average U.S. consumer de-
votes about four hours per day (Nielsen 2019). Given the
abundance of television content available, viewers typically
engage in substantial channel switching once screened con-
tent, such as ads, ceases to meet their preferences (Wilbur
2016). Since audience size—the number of households
watching a program at a specific time—is the core perfor-
mance metric for the television industry, understanding what
drives dynamics in viewership over the course of an episode

and especially during ads is important to networks and
advertisers.

In this research, we leverage the continued megatrend of
mobile devices becoming an integral part of consumers’ lives
to shed light on this issue. In particular, 85% of U.S. con-
sumers use their mobile devices while watching television
(eMarketer 2017; Nielsen 2015a). Moreover, online program
engagement (OPE)—viewers’ engagement in social media
conversations about television programs, also known as social
TV activity (Benton and Hill 2012)—is among the most wide-
spread multiscreen behaviors in which nearly 40% of U.S.
multiscreeners engage (IAB 2015). Given that OPE has re-
cently drawn interest as a readily observable indicator for
viewers’ program involvement, a measure that is typically
difficult to obtain (Nielsen 2015b), we propose that observing
viewers’OPE during live television episodes can help explain
audience size during ads.

Prior research has begun to investigate how OPE before
and after a program’s airing relates to aggregate1 episode
viewership. While the results indicate a link between OPE
and consumers’ television consumption, the findings are am-
bivalent as some studies suggest that episode audience size
may rise with increasing volumes of OPE prior to that

1 We use the term “aggregate” to indicate an episode-level measure of audi-
ence size, as opposed to a more granular, within-episode measure of audience
size.
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program’s airing (e.g., Gong et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2016),
while others find that post-program OPE is more important
(Seiler et al. 2017). However, so far research has not examined
within-episode fluctuations in audience size and thus offers
little guidance in explaining audience size during individual
ads. We thus expand prior work by investigating how
viewers’ OPE during television episodes relates to ad audi-
ence size in these episodes. Investigating this relationship is
important because it provides advertisers and networks with
insights on how to strategically place ads to increase ad audi-
ence size. Such insights are valuable because (1) ad audience
size is vitally important to the television advertising industry
and (2) viewers’ channel-changing renders aggregate episode
viewership not representative of ad audience size, as explored
in previous research.

Regarding the former point, audience size during indi-
vidual ads is the core determining factor for pricing in
television ad buys, a thriving industry with about $70 bil-
lion in annual revenues in the U.S. (e.g., Crupi 2019;
Friedman 2019; Katz 2013; Lafayette 2018a; Statista
2019). In addition, ad audience size is regarded as a fun-
damental measure of ad effectiveness (e.g., Danaher 1995;
Schweidel et al. 2014; Teixeira et al. 2010; Wilbur et al.
2013) and is directly related to brand sales (Tuchman et al.
2018). Yet, regarding the latter point, aggregate measures
of episode audience size—those employed in previous re-
search on OPE and often reported to advertisers (e.g.,
Crupi 2019; Friedman 2012; Lafayette 2018b; Schwarz
2019; Story 2007; see also interviews with industry
experts in Web Appendix 1)—are not representative of
actual audience size during ads. Since viewers frequently
switch channels while watching television programs, audi-
ence sizes may vary substantially throughout an episode.
Indeed, declines by as much as 20% within the beginning
of an ad break are common (Schweidel et al. 2014), and
some households skip more than 60% of the ads they are
exposed to (Tuchman et al. 2018). In this research, we thus
extend recent investigations by examining the relationship
between viewers’ OPE and audience size during ads.

To investigate this relationship, we bridge extant work
on viewers’ channel-changing behavior during television
advertising (e.g., Schweidel et al. 2014; Teixeira et al.
2010; Wilbur 2016) with the emerging research stream
on OPE (e.g., Fossen and Schweidel 2019; Liu et al.
2016; Seiler et al. 2017). In line with past work (Fossen
and Schweidel 2019), we treat OPE as a measure of
viewers’ program involvement, which we posit may atten-
uate their channel-changing behavior during advertise-
ments, leading to higher audience size during ads. In this
way, we seek to answer the primary research question: how
does viewers’ OPE relate to audience size during television
advertisements? We explore two measures of OPE: (1)
volume, referring to the relative volume of program-

related online word-of-mouth (WOM) in an episode lead-
ing up to an ad’s airing, and (2) deviation, referring to the
deviation in OPE from the episode’s average level of OPE,
measured as the difference between OPE volume right be-
fore an ad airs and the average per-minute OPE volume in
an episode leading up to the ad’s airing. We also supple-
ment our analyses with a large set of ad and program char-
acteristics. This allows us to explore our secondary re-
search question: how do ad and program characteristics
influence ad audience size in the age of multiscreening
consumers?

To answer our research questions, we build a multisource
dataset including second-level data on national primetime
television ad instances, audience size during these ads, OPE,
that is, social media conversations mentioning the programs in
which the ads air, and a rich set of ad and program character-
istics. Altogether, the data comprise 8417 ad instances for 248
brands that aired on 83 television programs during the fall
2013 television season.

The results show that OPE significantly relates to audience
size during television ads over and above conventionally stud-
ied ad and program characteristics. We find that increases in
OPE volume and positive OPE deviations prior to the airing of
an ad relate to higher audience size for that ad. We argue that
these relationships exist because OPE reflects viewers’ pro-
gram involvement, which attenuates their channel-changing
behavior leading to heightened audience size during the ad.
Moreover, we identify ad position as an important moderator
of the relationship between OPE deviation and ad audience
size. Specifically, positive OPE deviations relate to improved
ad audience size most strongly for ads airing earlier in a break.
Overall, we find that airing ads in social episodes (characterized
by high OPE volume) and after social moments (characterized
by positive OPE deviations), especially when ads air early in an
ad break, results in larger ad audience sizes. These insights
provide managers with important guidance to strategically de-
termine ad placements for increased ad audience size.

Our research contributes to the literature in three key
ways. First, previous research shows that OPE can relate
to aggregate audience size of television programs (e.g.,
Gong et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2016; Seiler et al. 2017) but
has not accounted for changes in audience size over the
course of an episode. Building on this work, we present
the first examination of the relationship between OPE and
audience size during individual ads. Leveraging OPE as an
observable measure of viewers’ involvement with an on-
going program, we provide an enhanced understanding of
how OPE can serve as an indicator of viewers’ ad response
at specific moments of an episode. These results extend
insights from extant work on OPE and provide television
networks and advertisers with actionable insights on deter-
mining ad placements (within social episodes and after
social moments) to improve ad audience size.
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Second, we enrich the growing debate on whether or not
social episodes are beneficial for advertisers (e.g., Nielsen
2015b; Nielsen 2015c). Specifically, we extend Fossen and
Schweidel (2017, 2019), who find that airing ads during social
episodes impacts the volume of onlineWOM about the ad and
increases online shopping behavior on the advertiser’s
website, by showing that ads airing during social episodes
see heightened audience size. We further contribute to this
research by showing that OPE volume and deviation are dis-
tinct measures (correlation r = −.001) to identify social epi-
sodes and social moments in episodes. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to distinguish between these two
measures and show that both are individually important to
identifying attractive ad opportunities.

Third, technological advances of the evolving digital econ-
omy have created opportunities for viewers to engage with
programs online and for firms to leverage this data to learn
about consumer preferences and markets with unprecedented
degrees of accuracy. In this regard, we further emerging re-
search efforts that examine how firms can listen in on social
media to generate cost-effective insights about consumer be-
havior in real-time (e.g., Lamberton and Stephen 2016;
Schweidel and Moe 2014). Based on publicly available OPE
data (Tweets), we gain a better understanding of audience size
dynamics during television episodes and individual ads, infor-
mation that is currently slow and costly for firms to obtain
(e.g., Friedman 2012; Tuchman et al. 2018; expert
interviews in Web Appendix 1). As the ongoing process of
digitalization will continue to push the frontier on what firms
can achieve by leveraging social media data, we hope this
research fuels further exploration of innovative approaches
for learning about consumer preferences at scale.

We proceed as follows. In the next section, we review
relevant extant work on online WOM, OPE, and television
advertising as a foundation for our research. We then describe
the data and discuss our modeling approach. Last, we present
the results of our empirical investigation, discuss correspond-
ing implications, and provide directions for further research.

Background

Related research on the relationship between OPE
and audience size

Previous research has investigated the relationship between
OPE and aggregate measures of audience size at the episode
level. We extend this work, as summarized in Table 1, by (1)
investigating audience size during individual ads rather than
aggregate audience size at the episode level, (2) considering
OPE during, instead of before or after, programs, and (3)
examining OPE volume and deviation as two distinct mea-
sures to identify promising advertising opportunities.

Previous research finds mixed results regarding the rela-
tionship between OPE before or after an episode and
aggregate episode audience size, as shown in Table 1. Some
studies indicate a positive relationship, such as Lovett and
Staelin (2016) and Gong et al. (2017), who show that
customer-driven offline and online WOM as well as firm-
initiated Tweets, respectively, have positive impacts on aggre-
gate program audience size. Also, Liu et al. (2016) find that
the volume of Tweets about a program prior to its airing pre-
dicts aggregate program audience size better than other online
data such as search trends or reviews.

Yet, other studies point to a less clear relationship. Cadario
(2015), for instance, shows that online program WOM vol-
ume affects aggregate program audience size only for epi-
sodes in the middle of a program’s lifetime, while Godes
and Mayzlin (2004) and Seiler et al. (2017) find no effect of
pre-program online WOM volume on aggregate program au-
dience size. However, Seiler and coauthors show that online
program WOM levels after the airing of a program exert pos-
itive effects on aggregate program audience size, as viewers
anticipate positive utility from post-show online WOM and
therefore tune in. Thus, extant work is ambivalent about the
relationship between OPE volume and aggregate episode au-
dience size. Yet, since this research is based on aggregated
data at the program episode level, insights may be limited. In
our study, we further explore this relationship and are the first
to investigate how OPE volume and deviation, as observable
proxies of viewers’ program involvement, relate to ad audi-
ence size and thereby viewers’ channel-changing behavior
over the course of an episode.

Conceptual framework

We propose that OPE is a measurable representation of
viewers’ involvement with television programs. We then
build on extant research about how program involvement in-
fluences viewers’ response to ensuing advertisements to ex-
plain the relationship between OPE and audience size during
ads. Involvement is a motivational state elicited by one’s in-
terest in and arousal caused by a specific subject in a particular
situation (e.g., Bloch and Richins 1983; Celsi and Olson 1988;
Richins et al. 1992). Television viewing is regarded as an
involving experience where viewers’ program involvement
represents an active, motivated state (Moorman et al. 2007).
Overall, involvement is comprised of two core components:
(1) enduring involvement, a general sustained care or concern
with a subject, and (2) situational involvement, an ephemeral
involvement with a subject in a given moment (Houston and
Rothschild 1978; Richins et al. 1992). We next present sup-
port for OPE as a measure of viewers’ program involvement
and then explain how such involvement influences viewers’
response to ensuing advertisements.
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Program involvement and OPE Our argumentation about the
relationship between OPE and ad audience size rests on the
notion that OPE reflects viewers’ program involvement. We
provide two key arguments for this. First, and most important-
ly, viewers’ neurological involvement with a television pro-
gram exhibits a substantial positive correlation with the vol-
ume of program-related Tweets for the program’s general au-
dience (Nielsen 2015b). That is, increases in neurological in-
volvement of non-Tweeting viewers accurately predict in-
creases in OPE. Building on this, prior research has employed
OPE as a measurable operationalization of viewer involve-
ment with a television program (Fossen and Schweidel
2019). Extant work thus supports using OPE as a publicly
available metric for an audience’s program involvement.

Second, we find further evidence for the relationship be-
tween program involvement and OPE in prior research that
shows how involvement relates to WOM. For example, in-
volvement motivates consumers to share their personal expe-
rience with others (Richins and Root-Shafer 1988). This

notion aligns with Dichter’s (1966) observation that involve-
ment in an experience can produce a tension that must be
channeled by way of talking about it. Moreover, involvement
can determine the extent to which customer satisfaction trans-
lates into WOM (Von Wangenheim and Bayón 2007).
Research on WOM activity provides further support for the
involvement-OPE link. Specifically, several studies show that
interest and arousal, factors that directly relate to involvement
(e.g., Bloch and Richins 1983; Celsi and Olson 1988; Richins
et al. 1992), drive WOM activities. For example, more inter-
esting products, news, and subjects generate more WOM
(Berger and Iyengar 2013; Berger and Milkman 2012;
Berger and Schwartz 2011). Similarly, several investigations
illustrate that topics are more likely to be discussed if they are
more arousing (e.g., Berger 2011, 2014; Huang et al. 2017;
Ladhari 2007; Luminet et al. 2000).

To accurately capture involvement as the key mechanism
underlying the relationship between OPE and ad audience
size, we investigate the effects of two focal OPE measures:

Table 1 Summary of research on the relationship between OPE and audience size

Study Measures of OPE Level of analysis Dependent variable Main findings

Cadario (2015) Post-program volume
(measured through IMDb
votes) and valence (measured
through IMDb reviews)

Episode Aggregate audience size
at episode level

Program WOM volume does
not significantly relate to
DV for early episodes but
does increase over time,
eventually declining for
later episodes; valence of
program WOM is not
significant

Godes andMayzlin (2004) Pre-program volume and
dispersion (measured
through blog conversations)

Episode Aggregate audience size
at episode level

Dispersion of program WOM
is associated with higher DV
levels; volume of program
WOM is not significant

Gong et al. (2017) Pre-program volume (measured
through media company’s
Tweets about programs and
influentials’ Retweets on Sina
Weibo)

Episode Aggregate audience size
at episode level

Program WOM volume of
company Tweets and influentials’
Retweets before a program’s
airing increase program
viewership

Liu et al. (2016) Pre-program volume, sentiment,
and content (measured using
program-related Tweets)

Episode Aggregate audience size
at episode level

Program WOM Volume and
sentiment improve prediction of
DV minimally while content
significantly improves
prediction of DV

Lovett and Staelin (2016) Pre- and post-program volume
(measured through self-reported
exposure to online conversations)

Episode Aggregate audience size
at episode level

Program WOM Volume
increases DV

Seiler et al. (2017) Pre- and post-program volume
(measured through Sina Weibo
comments about the program)

Episode Aggregate audience size
at episode level

Post-program WOM volume
increases DV while pre-program
volume is not significant

This research Volume and deviation during
episode (measured using
program-related Tweets)

Advertisement Audience size during
individual
advertisements

OPE volume and positive OPE
deviation are associated with
increases in DV; stronger
relationship between OPE
deviation and DV for earlier
ads in an ad break
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(1) volume, referring to the relative volume of program-
related onlineWOM in an episode leading up to an ad’s airing
and (2) deviation, referring to the difference between OPE
volume right before an ad airs and the average per-minute
OPE volume in an episode leading up to the ad’s airing.
These two measures follow previous work showing that in-
volvement comprises an enduring and a situational compo-
nent (Houston and Rothschild 1978; Richins et al. 1992).
We detail each OPE measure in turn and visually summarize
our conceptual framework and corresponding hypotheses in
Fig. 1.

OPE volume and audience size during ads We argue that a
higher volume of OPE leading up to an ad’s airing reflects a
heightened level of viewers’ general, or enduring, involvement
with an ongoing episode. Moreover, we propose that such
heightened program involvement relates to less channel-
changing during an ad, and thus higher ad audience size, be-
cause it increases viewers’ desires to not miss any part of the
program upon its restart after an ad break. This logic is in line
with McSherry (1985) who notes that viewers switch channels
less when they fear missing any part of a high-quality program.
This argument is also consistent with Moorman et al. (2007)
who argue that higher program involvement increases viewers’
likelihood of exposing themselves to ads. Research on program
involvement has moreover found positive relationships be-
tween viewers’ involvement with a program and their attitudes
toward subsequent ads (Feltham and Arnold 1994; Kilger and
Romer 2007; Norris and Colman 1993). Thus, as program in-
volvement increases, viewers should be more inclined to stay
with a channel during an ad break and thus engage in less
channel switching during an ad. With OPE as a measure for
program involvement, we thus expect a positive relationship
between OPE volume in an episode leading up to an ad’s airing
and audience size during that ad.

H1a: OPE volume leading up to an ad relates positively to ad
audience size.

Ample research has further identified ad position as an
important driver of viewers’ channel-changing behavior and
response to advertisements (e.g., Danaher 1995; Kent and
Schweidel 2011; Schweidel et al. 2014; Siddarth and

Chattopadhyay 1998; Wilbur et al. 2013). In general, findings
show that viewers tend to tune out more during earlier com-
pared to later ads in an ad break. A likely reason for this is that
the exact length of an ad break is unknown to viewers, so they
can only estimate when the program will restart. Tuning out
during later ads increases the probability of missing program
content as the show recommences (Wilbur 2016). While more
involved viewers should be more likely to stay with a channel
during ads, this relationship should be especially strong for
ads airing later in an ad break, when tuning out further in-
creases the risk of missing program content. We thus expect
the hypothesized positive relationship between OPE volume
leading up to an ad’s airing and ad audience size to intensify
for later ad positions in an ad break.

H1b: The positive relationship between OPE volume and ad
audience size strengthens as ad position increases.

OPE deviation and audience size during ads In addition to a
general, enduring level of involvement with a program, par-
ticular moments of a show may elicit a sudden situational
deviation in involvement. Such ephemeral deviations may
constitute an increase in involvement, that is, a positive devi-
ation (e.g., following unexpected, happy, or controversial
events) or a decrease in involvement, that is, a negative devi-
ation (e.g., following uneventful or foreseeable events).
Building on past involvement research which is typically con-
cerned with the effects of ephemeral surges in involvement
(e.g., Feltham and Arnold 1994; Richins et al. 1992;
Zaichkowsky 1985), we focus on positive deviations of in-
volvement in our conceptual framework.

Research on the excitation-transfer paradigm proposes that
sudden increases in involvement in one situation can influence
consumers’ behavior in a subsequent situation. This occurs
due to a short-term misattribution of involvement across situ-
ations until an individual returns to a normal, baseline level of
involvement (Zillmann 1971). Research has investigated this
phenomenon in the television context. For instance, Mattes
and Cantor (1982) find that viewers perceive ads following
highly involving moments of a television program as more
enjoyable than the same ads following less involving program
content. Further studies find that surges in television viewers’
involvement improve attention to and response toward ads in

Fig. 1 Illustration of relationship
between OPE and ad audience
size
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the short term (e.g., McGrath and Mahood 2004; Wang and
Lang 2012). A key aspect to these findings is the short-lived
nature of the observed deviations in situational involvement
which only persist until an individual returns to a normal,
baseline level of involvement or arousal, a process that does
not take long to occur (Zillman 1971).

In line with this research, we pose that a sudden increase in
situational involvement right before the airing of an ad2 will
positively impact viewers’ response to the ad, leading them to
more readily stay with the ad instead of changing the channel.
We thus expect that positive OPE deviations, reflecting
heightened situational involvement, will associate with less
viewers changing the channel during a subsequent ad and,
thus, higher ad audience size.

H2a: Positive OPE deviations prior to an ad relate positively to
ad audience size.

We further anticipate the relationship between positive OPE
deviations and audience size to also be moderated by ad posi-
tion. Specifically, the effects of a sudden positive deviation in
program-induced interest and/or arousal are likely to decrease
over the course of an ad break (Mattes and Cantor 1982;
Zillmann 1971). Wang and Lang (2012), for instance, show
attitudinal responses toward ads that air after an increase in
program involvement to be more positive for ads that air earlier
in an ad break. This may occur because the activating effects of
a sudden burst in involvement from program content are likely
to decay over time, as the temporal distance from the program
content increases, and will thus exert less influence on viewers’
response to ads that air later in the ad break. Accordingly, we
expect the relationship between positive OPE deviation and ad
audience size to be more pronounced for earlier ads in an ad
break.

H2b: The positive relationship between positive OPE devia-
tion and audience size during ads weakens as ad position
increases.

Data and measures

Advertising data

To investigate the relationship between OPE and audience
size during ads, we collect data on television advertising from

Kantar Media’s Stradegy database. In particular, we examine
national primetime (8:00 PM–11:00 PM), broadcast (ABC,
CBS, CW, FOX, and NBC) advertisements that aired during
the fall 2013 television season on the initial airing of recurring
programs.3 Stradegy provides data on the start and end times
of each ad at the second level, program the ad airs in, ad
position, and position of the ad break in the program (i.e.,
break position). Altogether, our data include 8417 ad in-
stances for 248 brands that aired on 83 different programs.

Audience size data

We obtain data on audience size during ads from
Comscore, Inc.’s TV Essentials database (Comscore
2020), which includes set-top box tuning data from
more than 30 million U.S. households. We use the most
granular measure of audience size provided, which is
the estimated average number of televisions in U.S.
households (extrapolated from the Comscore panel to
the U.S. population of TV households) tuned into a
given telecast throughout a 30-second interval. For ex-
ample, this measure provides the number of U.S. house-
holds tuned into Dancing with the Stars on a given date
from 8:00:00 PM to 8:00:30 PM, 8:00:30 PM to
8:01:00 PM, etc.

While these data provide a granular measure of audience
size, the 30-second intervals do not always line up exactly
with an ad’s airing. As a remedy, we determine ad audience
size using three different approaches. We estimate our model
with each of these approaches and find consistent results. For
our primary approach, we treat the audience size measures
from the data as constant such that viewership for a given
episode recorded at 8:00:00 PM would be used to represent
the number of households tuned into that episode from
8:00:00 PM–8:00:29 PM. We detail the two alternative ap-
proaches to measuring audience size and the corresponding
analyses in Web Appendix 3.1.

OPE data

We supplement these data with Tweets referring to the pro-
grams that the ads air in. We focus on Twitter mentions be-
cause the vast majority of public social media conversations
about television programming occurs on this platform
(Schreiner 2013). For the 83 television programs in our data,
we collect the volume of Twitter mentions via Topsy Pro at

2 We detail our operationalization of OPE deviation in the next section.
Furthermore, we explore several alternative operationalization of this measure,
including varying the time window relative to the focal ad, in Web Appendix
3.6.

3 The advertising data contains only live programming in the Eastern and
Central Time Zones, which accounts for 76% of the U.S. population (based
on U.S. Census Bureau 2013 State Population Estimates). Programming in the
Pacific Time Zone is not deemed an initial broadcasting since it airs three hours
after Eastern/Central programming. The granular level of the audience size and
social media data, discussed next, allows us to attribute these measures to the
Eastern/Central Time Zone programming.
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the minute-level (the most granular level provided by Topsy
Pro).4 We collect program-related Twitter mentions by tally-
ing the number of Tweets that contain a program’s name or
nickname (e.g., Dancing with the Stars or DWTS), hashtag(s)
with a program’s name or nickname, and/or the program’s
Twitter handle.

We utilize this data to construct our two OPE measures:
volume and deviation.We operationalize OPE volume by first
dividing the number of program-related Tweets between the
start of the episode and the beginning of the focal ad’s airing
by the minutes in the episode up until the ad airs. This creates
the average per-minute volume of Tweets about the program.
We then divide this number by the number of viewers at the
beginning of the focal ad to create a relative measure of vol-
ume.5 For example, if the focal ad begins airing 10min into an
episode with 200 viewers and received 100 program-related
Tweets during those 10 min, our OPE volume measure would
equal .05 ((100/10)/200 = .05).

Following our arguments in the conceptual framework, we
construct our deviation measure by focusing on the deviation
in OPE right before the airing of the focal ad. As such, we
operationalize deviation as the difference between the volume
of program-related Tweets in the minute before a focal ad airs
and the average number of per-minute program-related
Tweets between the start of the episode and the airing of the
focal ad. For example, if the focal ad airs 10 min into an
episode that received 100 Tweets in those 10 min (10
Tweets per minute on average) and received 40 Tweets in
the minute before the focal ad airs, OPE deviation would be
30 (40–10 = 30). As noted, OPE deviation can be positive or
negative where positive (negative) values indicate that the
one-minute period prior to the focal ad received more (less)
OPE relative to the average per-minute OPE leading up to the
ad’s airing. A positive OPE deviation therefore reflects a mo-
ment in the episode that is more “social” than the average
moment in the episode. As a positive OPE deviation increases
to higher values, this increase captures the magnitude of the
social moment that has occurred.

Table 2 summarizes our primary operationalizations of
OPE. We moreover illustrate the robustness of our findings
by exploring 23 alternative operationalizations of our OPE
measures, as detailed in Web Appendices 3.5 and 3.6.
Furthermore, while we focus on OPE volume and deviation

in our main analysis, we explore OPE valence in the
Additional analyses section.

Data on advertising and program characteristics

We further supplement our data with ad and program charac-
teristics that previous research has found to influence audience
size (e.g., Deng andMela 2017; Gustafson and Siddarth 2007;
Schweidel and Kent 2010; Schweidel et al. 2014; Siddarth and
Chattopadhyay 1998;Wilbur 2016). For ad characteristics, we
capture the ad creative, ad length, day of the week and time of
day an ad airs, ad position, break position, whether the ad airs
near a half-hour interval (e.g., 8:28 PM or 9:02 PM), and
whether the ad runs concurrently with another ad break on a
different broadcast network. We gather these data from the
Stradegy database. Additionally, we construct two same-day
ad stock measures to account for previous advertising activity
for a given brand on the same network as well as other net-
works, respectively.

We also collect data on program characteristics that can
impact viewers’ channel-changing behavior (e.g., Deng and
Mela 2017; Schweidel et al. 2014; Schweidel and Kent 2010;
Wilbur 2016). In particular, we capture the program the ad airs
in, season premieres, fall finales, and viewers’ ratings of epi-
sodes on IMDb (henceforth referred to as viewer episode
ratings).

Table 2 summarizes the variables in our empirical analysis.
We present the correlations between these variables in Web
Appendix 2. Importantly, we find no correlation between our
two measures of OPE (r = −.001).

Descriptive statistics

Our data include 8417 ad instances that aired during 817 ep-
isodes of 83 programs. Each episode contains on average 4.95
ad breaks. As shown in Table 3, ads begin on average with
4.63 million viewers and end with 4.59 million viewers,
equivalent to an average 1% decline in audience size; al-
though, changes vary between −12% to 6%. Changes in au-
dience size over the course of an ad also vary across ad posi-
tion, with earlier ads seeing higher audience losses than those
airing later in the ad break. Specifically, the first ad sees an
average audience size decline of 4%, four times that of the
average ad. In Fig. 2, Panel (A), we visualize the average
audience size at the beginning of an ad and average percentage
change in audience size during an ad across ad positions.
While the average audience size at the beginning of an ad
shows a U-shaped relationship over the course of an ad break,
the average percentage change in ad audience size is lowest
early in the break and then increases before quickly flattening
out. Overall, in line with past research (e.g., Danaher 1995;
Schweidel et al. 2014; Wilbur et al. 2013), these descriptive

4 Topsy Pro was a certified Twitter partner with comprehensive access to the
public firehose of Twitter posts at the time of data collection. It was later
acquired by Apple.
5 Using a relative volume measure allows us to investigate changes in OPE
intensity, as our volume measure is not simply driven by changes in audience
size during the episode which would naturally relate positively to ad audience
size. Yet, a relative volume measure may create difficulties for practitioners
trying to use our approach since audience size data is not available in real-time.
We thus also explore an alternative operationalization of volume where we do
not divide by the number of viewers at the beginning of the focal ad and find
consistent results (see Web Appendix 3.5).
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Table 2 Summary of variables

Variable Description Freq.(%) Mean SD Min Max

AudienceSizeBegi Audience size at the beginning of ad i 4,632,236 2,409,515 561,563 12,603,068

AudienceSizeEndi Audience size at the end of ad i 4,585,324 2,380,155 561,563 12,190,214

OPE ProgramWOMVolumei is the number
of Tweets about the program in
which ad i airs from start of episode
until ad i airs divided by the minutes
in episode up until ad i airs. We then
divide ProgramWOMVolumei by the
number of viewers at the beginning
of ad i to create our relative volume
measure. We take the log of this
measure plus one to create
LogProgramWOMVolumei (descriptives
are shown for ProgramWOMVolumei).

266.59 510.48 .00 8778.50

ProgramWOMDeviationi is the difference
between the number of Tweets about
the program between one minute
before ad i airs until ad i airs and
ProgramWOMVolumei. We take the log
of this measure plus one (see table notes
for log transformation) to create
LogProgramWOMDeviationi
(descriptives are shown for
ProgramWOMDeviationi).

23.91 667.86 −2271.52 32,690.37

Ad position Position of the ad in ad break 3.53 1.94 1.00 12.00

Ad creative Fixed effects for the ad creative in ad i

Ad length Ad length in seconds 25.33 8.17 5.00 120.00

Ads on other networks Ad runs simultaneously with another
ad break on a different broadcast
network

62.10%

Ad stock Number of ads aired by the brand in
ad i in primetime on the same network
and day ad i airs before ad i airs

.27 .62 .00 5.00

Number of ads aired by the brand in ad i
in primetime on different broadcast
network and the same day ad i airs
before ad i airs

.88 1.54 .00 13.00

Break position Relative ad break position in episode,
calculated as (position of the ad break
in episode)/(number of ad breaks in episode)

.59 .29 .07 1.00

Day (Baseline: Sunday) Ad airs on a Monday 19.26%

Ad airs on a Tuesday 19.18%

Ad airs on a Wednesday 16.94%

Ad airs on a Thursday 19.39%

Ad airs on a Friday 14.30%

Ad airs on a Saturday .10%

Viewer episode rating IMDb rating for the episode in which the ad airs 7.69 .88 3.70 9.80

Half-hour break Ad airs within two minutes of a half-hour break 13.24%

Program Fixed effects for the program ad i airs in

Special episode Ad airs on a season premiere 9.43%

Ad airs on fall finale 10.57%

Time Fixed effects for time ad i airs (5-min intervals)

Model interactions LogProgramWOMVolumei and ad position

LogProgramWOMDeviationi and ad position

Notes: For the log transformation of OPE deviation, if OPE deviation is negative, we take the log of the absolute value ofProgramWOMDeviationi plus 1
and then multiply this value by −1
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statistics highlight the relevance of ad position as an explana-
tory factor of viewers’ channel-changing behavior.

Table 4 shows the key descriptive statistics for OPE. The
average ad airs in a program that receives 267 Twitter men-
tions per minute prior to its airing; yet, some ads appear in
programs that average as many as 8779 program mentions per
minute prior to their airing. We also observe substantial vari-
ation in OPE deviation. While the average ad sees an increase

of 24 program-related Tweets in the minute before its airing
relative to average per-minute program-related Tweets in the
episode up until the ad airs, some ads see Tweets increase in
the tens of thousands. We further illustrate average OPE vol-
ume and average OPE deviation across ad positions in Panel
(B) of Fig. 2. While the volume measure generally increases
over the break until around the last ad positions, the deviation
measure shows an inverted U-shaped relationship that starts

Table 3 Descriptive statistics for audience size during ads

Variable Mean SD Min 1st quartile Median 3rd quartile Max

AudienceSizeBegi 4,632,236 2,409,515 561,563 2,853,649 4,589,262 6,272,361 12,603,068

AudienceSizeEndi 4,585,324 2,380,155 561,563 2,837,303 4,552,178 6,213,937 12,190,214

Absolute change in audience size during ad −46,912 120,460 −1,205,684 −49,177 −1133 4327 256,571

Percentage change in audience size during ad −.95% 1.99% −12.10% −1.39% −.04% .14% 5.67%

Percentage change in audience size during ad by ad position

1 −4.19% 1.90% −12.10% −5.29% −4.05% −2.98% 1.60%

2 −1.40% 1.55% −9.15% −2.00% −1.03% −.27% 3.08%

3 −.26% .63% −5.58% −.50% −.13% .00% 4.20%

4 .05% .53% −3.67% −.13% .00% .21% 5.67%

5 .23% .45% −4.78% .00% .13% .41% 3.29%

6 .35% .51% −1.70% .00% .24% .53% 3.72%

7+ .39% .60% −4.76% .00% .30% .65% 3.12%

Notes: AudienceSizeBegi (AudienceSizeEndi) is the audience size at the beginning (end) of ad i. Absolute change in audience size is calculated as
(AudienceSizeEndi – AudienceSizeBegi); percentage change in audience size is calculated as (AudienceSizeEndi – AudienceSizeBegi)/(AudienceSizeBegi)

(A) Audience Size (B) OPE

Fig. 2 Average measures of audience size and OPE by ad position.
Notes: This figure plots the average value of each variable by ad
position. AudienceSizeBegi (AudienceSizeEndi) is the audience size at
the beginning (end) of ad i. Percentage change in audience size from

the beginning to the end of ad i is calculated as (AudienceSizeEndi –
AudienceSizeBegi)/(AudienceSizeBegi)*100. See Table 2 for other vari-
able definitions and operationalizations
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low, increases steadily to the midpoint of the break, and then
decreases.

We next develop our empirical model to examine how
OPE relates to audience size.

Model

To investigate the relationship between OPE and audience
size during ads, we model the log of audience size at the end
of ad instance i (LogAudienceSizeEndi) as follows

6:

LogAudienceSizeEndi ¼ β0 þ β1LogAudienceSizeBegi

þ β2LogProgramWOMVolumei

þ β3LogProgramWOMDeviationi

þ β4AdPositioni

þ β5LogProgramWOMVolumei

� AdPositioni

þ β6LogProgramWOMDeviationi

� AdPositioni þ γX i þ εi;

ð1Þ

where LogAudienceSizeBegi is the log of audience size at the
beginning of ad i. We assess the relationship between OPE
and LogAudienceSizeEndi by considering both OPE volume
(LogProgramWOMVolume i ) and OPE devia t ion
(LogProgramWOMDeviationi), as defined in the previous
section and in Table 2. We also explore the interactions of
our two OPE measures with ad position (AdPositioni).
Importantly, our data show that both OPE measures exhibit
substantial variation across episodes of a program as well as
across programs and are, thus, not solely driven by fixed pro-
gram or episode characteristics (see Web Appendix 2). This
suggests sufficient variation to identify the relationships be-
tween our OPE measures and ad audience size.

To further rule out that ad, program, or episode character-
istics drive the key relationships in our data, we include sev-
eral corresponding fixed effects in a vector of control variables
(Xi), as discussed in the Data and measures section and sum-
marized in Table 2. Notably, we capture further potential in-
fluences on viewers’ channel-changing behavior by account-
ing for the specific ad creative used in ad i, the program in
which ad i airs, the day of the week and time of day ad i airs,
ad position of ad i, and break position of the ad break in which
ad i airs. The ad creative and program fixed effects control for
any ad-specific factors (e.g., brand advertised, ad content) or
program-specific factors (e.g., program, show popularity,
genre, audience characteristics like demographics) that may
influence viewers’ channel-changing behavior above and

Table 4 Descriptive statistics for
OPE Variable Mean SD Min 1st

quartile
Median 3rd

quartile
Max

ProgramWOMVolumei 266.59 510.48 .00 44.63 115.17 289.31 8778.50

ProgramWOMVolumei by ad position

1 266.44 440.42 .00 46.07 115.83 314.93 5366.52

2 257.45 489.21 .25 41.85 110.08 273.42 7291.29

3 266.32 544.56 .00 40.54 103.17 288.16 7291.29

4 263.42 585.28 .46 42.36 106.70 262.90 8778.50

5 265.73 532.77 .35 46.65 119.06 284.37 8778.50

6 283.40 504.61 2.20 52.00 129.59 304.34 4776.16

7+ 275.55 421.95 2.20 50.67 141.34 341.45 3728.68

ProgramWOMDeviationi 23.91 667.86 −2271.52 −27.23 −4.78 13.25 32,690.37

ProgramWOMDeviationi by ad position

1 −18.61 513.21 −2271.52 −51.95 −15.45 −0.57 17,291.02

2 −3.88 528.39 −2250.05 −33.62 −7.04 6.91 18,897.20

3 32.17 718.47 −1920.20 −18.11 −1.43 18.34 26,168.95

4 62.74 903.27 −1847.92 −13.84 .94 28.83 32,690.37

5 70.09 798.49 −391.20 −16.08 −.75 29.37 19,048.00

6 34.34 625.73 −547.84 −26.74 −4.18 16.88 17,221.11

7+ −10.03 136.05 −911.91 −37.83 −7.90 5.78 1359.64

Notes: See Table 2 for variable descriptions

6 For robustness, we test 5 alternative dependent variables, all of which present
consistent results. We detail these analyses in Web Appendix 3.2.
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beyond other model variables. The day, time, and ad break
position fixed effects control for time-relevant factors that
may impact channel-changing behavior, apart from other
model variables, such as differences in audience composition
at different points during a program’s airing.

Key identification arguments

Given that we control for the audience size at the beginning of
ad i (LogAudienceSizeBegi), any relationship between OPE
and LogAudienceSizeEndi is above and beyond the effect of
LogAudienceSizeBegi. In this way, LogAudienceSizeBegi
functions as a strong predictor that allows us to control for
the factors not captured by our model variables that influence
audience size prior to ad i’s airing. This approach of using
very narrow time windows to investigate our focal relation-
ships leverages an identification strategy employed in extant
research to study the causal effects of television advertising
(e.g., Fossen and Schweidel 2017; Liaukonyte et al. 2015).
The core argument of this identification strategy is that the
use of granular time windows makes it unlikely that variables
outside the model will impact the outcome measure in such a
short time window. Thus, provided a strong and appropriate
set of model controls is employed (e.g., relevant and granular
fixed effects), the relationship between a predictor and an
outcome can be examined during the granular time window.
In our setting, we leverage LogAudienceSizeBegi and the fixed
effects in Xi, discussed above, as our set of strong model
controls.

Given our interest in ad position as a key moderator of the
relationship between OPE and ad audience size, the television
industry’s common practice to position ads non-
systematically (e.g., Fossen and Schweidel 2017; Wilbur
et al. 2013) is also important to our identification strategy.
Specifically, advertisers currently buy the majority of their
ad time in the upfront market several months before the ads
air. Typically, the most granular ad airing time window that
advertisers can negotiate is at the quarter-hour level, but most
often, the airing time and program in which an ad will appear
are not specified (Katz 2013; Liaukonyte et al. 2015). Other
common ad buy practices such as “make-good” policies fur-
ther complicate the ad sequencing process. As such, networks
commonly schedule ads in random order across and within
programs (Wilbur et al. 2013). We leverage this exogenous
nature of an ad’s position in its break to explore how it may
moderate the relationship between OPE and audience size
during ads.

Model estimation

Endogeneity may arise if one or both of our OPE measures is
correlated with the error term in Eq. (1). One reason this may
occur is from omitted variable bias. Specifically, if our OPE

measures are not strong operationalizations of viewer involve-
ment, the portion of viewer involvement not captured by our
measures—or our other model variables—would be correlat-
ed with the error term. To help avoid this concern, we (1)
construct our OPE measures using data (program-related
Tweets) that accurately measure viewers’ neurological in-
volvement with a program (Nielsen 2015b) and (2) include a
rich set of model controls as noted above.

Nevertheless, to also formally rule out this potential
endogeneity concern and to provide a robust test of our hy-
pothesized relationships, we estimate our model using two
different estimation procedures: OLS and Gaussian copulas.
The latter is an endogeneity-correcting estimation approach
that does not require instrumental variables (Park and Gupta
2012). Instead, this approach explicitly estimates and models
the correlation between potentially endogenous variables and
the error term by building on their joint distribution function.
We leverage the control function approach in which an addi-
tional variable is added to the model based on the Gaussian
copulas for each suspected endogenous regressor. This ap-
proach has been used in recent marketing studies to test and
adjust for endogeneity if necessary (e.g., Bornemann et al.
2020; Guitart et al. 2018; Mathys et al. 2016; Wetzel et al.
2018).

Utilizing Gaussian copulas estimation, we test if either or
both of our OPE measures are subject to significant
endogeneity. For this, we estimate Eq. (1) with the Gaussian
copulas approach using bootstrapped standard errors with
1000 replications and find that neither OPEmeasure is endog-
enous as the copula terms for both OPE measures, which test
the correlations between the measures and the error term, are
not significant (copula term for LogProgramWOMVolumei
(SE) .002 (.001) with 95% confidence interval [−.000, .005];
copula term for LogProgramWOMDeviationi (SE) .002 (.001)
with 95% confidence interval [−.001, .004]). Since
endogeneity correction is not needed in our model, we esti-
mate our main analysis of Eq. (1) using OLS and present the
results from this estimation in the next section.

Results

Table 5 presents the relationship between OPE and ad audience
size. A positive (negative) coefficient indicates that a variable is
associated with higher (lower) audience size at the end of the
ad. As our data are not at the individual viewer level, we do not
observe whether a viewer tunes into or out of a program. Thus,
if a variable (e.g., variable X) relates positively to audience size
at the ad’s end, this reflects either (1) attenuated channel-
changing behavior and/or (2) more individuals tuning into the
program. Note that (2) is an improbable explanation given the
short time frame of ads. Indeed, it would be very unlikely for
anyone not watching a show, let alone enough individuals for
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an effect to become significant, to become aware ofX occurring
and then tune into the show due to X before the ad completes.
Thus, as our data show that audience size typically drops over
the course of an ad (see Table 3), a finding supported by the
literature (e.g., Danaher 1995; Fossen et al. 2021; Schweidel
and Kent 2010), we argue that a variable’s positive relation-
ships with ad audience size likely stems from viewers’ attenu-
ated channel-changing behavior. This argument further aligns
with recent research on the effects of television advertising
characteristics on ad audience size (Fossen et al. 2021).

For ease of interpretation, we mean-center the variables
that are part of our key interactions, namely OPE volume
and deviation and ad position. The effects of these three mea-
sures in Table 5 are thus estimated at the mean levels of the
variables they interact with.

Relationship between OPE and audience size during
ads

The results indicate that OPE significantly relates to ad audi-
ence size, over and above conventional ad and program

characteristics. Specifically, for ads with average OPE devia-
tion prior to airing and ad position, higher OPE volumes lead-
ing up to their airing associate with higher ad audience size
(β = 9.482, p = .002), supporting H1a. Similarly, for ads with
average OPE volume leading up to their airing and ad posi-
tion, more positive OPE deviations right before the ad’s airing
also relate to higher ad audience size (β = .001, p < .001),
supporting H2a. For ads with average levels of OPE volume
and deviation, we moreover find that later ad positions relate
to increased audience size (β = .007, p < .001).

We only find support for one of our hypotheses about the
moderating role of ad position. Specifically, H1b is not support-
ed, as OPE volume leading up to an ad’s airing relates positive-
ly to audience size during that ad, regardless of ad position (β =
−.358, p = .637). By contrast, the interaction between OPE de-
viation prior to an ad’s airing and ad position is negative and
significant (β = −.000, p < .001), supporting H2b. Positive OPE
deviations are thus more strongly associated with increased
audience size for ads that air earlier in an ad break.

To illustrate the effect sizes of the key relationships be-
tween OPE and ad audience size, Fig. 3 presents the estimated
audience size at the end of a given ad at different values of
OPE and ad position, while holding all other model variables
constant at their median values. Three key findings emerge.
First, Panel (A) illustrates that, for an ad at the median ad
position, increases in OPE volume prior to its airing can asso-
ciate with increases in audience size for the ad as large as
63,949 viewers. For an ad airing earlier in an ad break (ad
position at 1st quartile), higher OPE volume can associate
with increases in audience size as large as 65,852 viewers.
Second, Panel (B) shows that, for an ad at the median ad
position, more positive OPE deviations prior to the ad’s airing
can relate to increases in audience size as large as 53,184
viewers. For an ad airing earlier in an ad break (ad position
at 1st quartile), more positive OPE deviations can associate
with increases in audience size as large as 68,637 viewers.
Third, both Panels (A) and (B) demonstrate a positive rela-
tionship between OPE and ad audience size regardless of ad
position. The results therefore provide substantial evidence
that increases in OPE volume and positive OPE deviations
relate positively to audience size during ads.

Relationship between ad and program characteristics
and audience size during ads

Table 5 also shows the relationship between ad and program
characteristics and audience size during ads. Of note, consis-
tent with Gustafson and Siddarth (2007), longer ads are asso-
ciated with lower audience sizes (β = −.000, p = .003).
Furthermore, we find marginal evidence that ads in ad breaks
that air later in an episode see lower ad audience sizes (β =
−.003, p = .080). This may occur due to competition from
outside viewing options (e.g., episodes reaching their

Table 5 Relationship between OPE, ad characteristics, and program
characteristics with audience size during ads

Effects of OPE and ad position
Variable Estimate (SE)
Ad position .007 (.000)**
OPE
LogProgramWOMVolumei 9.482 (2.990)**
LogProgramWOMDeviationi .001 (.000)**

Interaction with ad position
LogProgramWOMVolumei ×Ad position −.358 (.760)
LogProgramWOMDeviationi ×Ad position −.000 (.000)**

Effects of other ad and program characteristics
Variable Estimate (SE)
Intercept .423 (.027)**
LogAudienceSizeBegi .973 (.002)**
Ads on other networks .001 (.000)**
Ad length −.000 (.000)**
Ad stock
Same channel .000 (.000)
Different broadcast channel −.000 (.000)**

Break position −.003 (.002)*
Half-hour break .001 (.001)
Special episode
Fall finale −.001 (.001)
Season premiere .002 (.001)**

Viewer episode ratings .000 (.001)

Fixed effects for day and time ad airs, ad
creative, and program in which the ad airs

Yes

Adjusted R-squared .9995

Notes: Measures for OPE and ad position are mean-centered for ease of
interpretation

* p < .10, ** p < .05
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conclusion) that may encourage viewers to change the chan-
nel. Corroborating this notion, higher audience size occurs
when an ad airs simultaneously with another ad break on a
different network (β = .001, p = .045). We also see some evi-
dence of ad wear-out as more ads aired on a different network
by the brand in ad i prior to ad i relate to lower ad audience
size (β = −.000, p = .004). Last, we find that ads airing in
season premiere episodes are associated with higher ad audi-
ence sizes (β = .002, p = .003) which may be driven by the
characteristics of such episodes.

Additional analyses

Exploration of viewer involvement mechanism

The results provide strong evidence that increases in OPE
volume and positive OPE deviations relate positively to audi-
ence size during ads. In our conceptual framework, we pro-
pose that viewers’ program involvement may be the key
mechanism underlying these relationships. As such, we might
anticipate that OPE would have a weaker (stronger) relation-
ship with audience size in programming conditions where
viewer involvement is generally lower (higher) and OPE
might be less (more) reflective of true involvement. To inves-
t i g a t e t h i s p roposa l , we use t h r e e a l t e r na t i v e
operationalizations of viewer involvement beyond OPE based
on three external programming contexts with lower- and

higher-involvement conditions. We re-estimate our model in
each context separately for the lower- and higher-involvement
conditions, and then compare the respective results.

In the first context, following Nielsen (2011), we argue that
viewers’ program involvement may be higher during peak
primetime (9 PM–10 PM; higher-involvement condition)
compared to other times (lower-involvement condition). In
the second context, we propose that viewers may be more
involved toward the end of an episode as the show approaches
its conclusion (higher-involvement condition) than at its be-
ginning (lower-involvement condition) (e.g., Page 2017). In
the third context, we argue that viewers may be more involved
with programs that have been on air longer (higher-
involvement condition) than newer programs (lower-
involvement condition) (e.g., Derrick 2013; Russell and
Levy 2012). Consistent with our proposal, we find weaker
associations between OPE and audience size during ads in
all three lower-involvement conditions than in the correspond-
ing higher-involvement conditions. We present the key results
from these analyses in Web Appendix 3.3.

Might results differ depending on OPE valence?

Research has extensively analyzed WOM valence, producing
mixed results on its effects (e.g., Babić Rosario et al. 2016). In
the context of movie sales, for example, Chintagunta et al.
(2010) show the importance of accounting for valence infor-
mation when predicting box office movie sales. By contrast,

Fig. 3 Estimated ad audience size at different values of OPE and ad
position. Notes: This figure illustrates the estimated audience size of ad
i at different values of LogProgramWOMVolumei and ad position (Panel

A) and at different values of LogProgramWOMDeviationi and ad
position (Panel B), while holding constant all other model variables at
their median values
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Liu (2006) finds valence to be less important to this end. In an
extension of our main analysis, we thus explore the valence of
viewers’ OPE. We obtain valence data for each program-
related Tweet in our sample from Topsy Pro. Topsy Pro codes
Tweets as either positive, neutral, or negative by analyzing the
weighted sentiment of words and phrases.

We estimate two alternative specifications of our main
model where we operationalize our OPE measures using (1)
only non-negative Tweets (positive and neutral Tweets) and
(2) only negative Tweets. These analyses allow us to deter-
mine whether negatively-valenced versus non-negatively-
valenced OPE exhibits a different relationship with ad audi-
ence size. The key results, shown in Table 6, are consistent
with our main findings and illustrate that, regardless of va-
lence, increases in OPE volume and positive OPE deviations
relate positively to ad audience size.7 Thus, in line with Liu
(2006), valence plays only a limited role in the relationship
between OPE and audience size during ads. Moreover, these
findings also align with research showing benefits of both
positive and negative WOM (Berger et al. 2010; Han et al.
2020).

Do consumers pay less attention to ads when OPE is
high?

The results provide convincing evidence that increases in OPE
volume and positive OPE deviations relate positively to ad
audience size. While a higher audience size is crucial to ad-
vertisers and television networks, viewers’ attention to ads is
also important. That is, while OPE relates to increased ad
audience size, these additional viewers may also ignore the
television in favor of their second screens.

To probe this concern, we explore a further, more active
ad response metric. We collect additional data on viewers’
involvement with ads. From this data, we compute an ad
WOM measure as the change in the relative WOM volume
about an advertised brand by audience size after its ad was
aired compared to before it was aired. If high OPE activity
would indeed reflect viewers focusing on devices other
than the television during ads, it should relate to ads
eliciting less ad WOM activity. However, in contrast to
such concerns, OPE volume exhibits a marginally signifi-
cant positive relationship with ad WOM activity. Thus,
OPE not only relates to improved ad audience size, but

also to more WOM about the advertised brand. We present
this analysis in Web Appendix 3.4.

Discussion

This research contributes to extant literature on television ad-
vertising and onlineWOM by presenting the first examination
of the relationship between OPE and audience size during ads.
We use a multisource dataset of national primetime television
ads, audience size during these ads, and social media conver-
sations mentioning the programs in which the ads air. The
results show that OPE has a meaningful relationship with ad
audience size over and above conventionally studied ad and
program characteristics. In particular, we find that increases in
OPE volume and positive OPE deviations associate positively
with ad audience size and that ad position is an important
moderator of the deviation-audience size relationship.

Managerial implications

Social episodes create attractive advertising environments A
lively debate in research and practice evolves around whether
or not social episodes—episodes with high OPE volume—
provide attractive ad inventory. This question is relevant for
advertisers and networks alike, with important implications
for their ad buy negotiations. On the one hand, social episodes
may offer attractive ad inventory because they provide more
engaged, tuned-in audiences that may respond more favorably
to subsequent ads (e.g., Feltham and Arnold 1994;
Flomenbaum 2016; Fossen and Schweidel 2019; Mattes and
Cantor 1982; Nielsen 2015b). By contrast, increased involve-
ment with social episodes may also hurt viewers’ ad response,
thereby resulting in an inferior attractiveness of corresponding
ad inventory (e.g., Norris and Colman 1993; Pavelchak et al.
1988; Tavassoli et al. 1995; Teixeira et al. 2014).

Altogether, our research provides evidence in favor of air-
ing ads during social episodes. Specifically, we find that epi-
sodes with higher levels of OPE volume prior to the airing of
ads yield improved ad audience sizes. Armed with these in-
sights, networks may be better able to negotiate higher rates
for ad inventory in their programs that generate social epi-
sodes, in both the upfront advertising market, which occurs
before the start of the television season, and in the scatter
advertising market, which occurs throughout the television
season. The results may also help networks incorporate pro-
gram engagement metrics into the ad buy process, which has
proven difficult thus far due to remaining uncertainty about
the value of social episodes as worthwhile ad environments
(e.g., Calder et al. 2009; Fossen and Schweidel 2019).

For advertisers, our results suggest that buying ad inventory
in programs that generate social episodes may be a promising
strategy for improved audience size. Even though current

7 In addition, consistent with our main analysis, for only non-negative Tweets,
we find no significant interaction between ad position and OPE volume and a
significant negative interaction between ad position and OPE deviation.
However, for only negative Tweets, both the OPE volume-ad position inter-
action and the OPE deviation-ad position interaction are negative and signif-
icant. While these results largely align with our main findings, as we explain in
the discussion section, we believe that further analyses of OPE content are an
important area of future research.
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television ad buying practice restricts ad placements requests to
the quarter-hour-level of granularity at best, if desired, adver-
tisers can negotiate ad placements in specific programs (e.g.,
Katz 2013) and, thus, implement this strategy immediately. A
helpful resource to identify programs that create social episodes
is Nielsen’s (2020) Social Content Ratings, a weekly listing of
the best-performing programs with respect to the total
OPE activity generated across different social networks.

Social moments create attractive advertising environments
Our results further show that ads airing after social moments,
characterized by positive OPE deviations, see higher audience
sizes, especially when those ads air early in an ad break. These
results help television networks and advertisers determine the
most attractive ad placements in episodes for improved ad au-
dience size. These findings can moreover guide networks to
strategically initiate ad breaks following social moments for
instance during live events where the timing of ad breaks is
typically more flexible.

Social episodes and social moments represent distinct con-
structs, and social moments can occur in any episode at any time.
As such, important additional questions evolve around how to
identify episodes that generate social moments and how to pre-
dict social moments in specific episodes. To probe these ques-
tions, we regress our OPE deviation measure on several program
characteristics. The results, shown in Web Appendix 3.7, under-
score the independence of social episodes and social moments8

and illustrate two key takeaways. First, several fixed episode
characteristics relate to OPE deviation. Specifically, fall final
episodes, episodes that air on Tuesdays (relative to Fridays),
and episodes with higher viewer episode ratings associate with
positive OPE deviations and may thus generate more social mo-
ments. By contrast, season premiere episodes, episodes that air

onWednesdays (relative to Fridays), and programs of the drama/
adventure, suspense/mystery, or comedy genre (relative to slice-
of-life genre) associate with negative OPE deviations and may
thus produce fewer social moments.

Second, several within-episode characteristics relate to
OPE deviations. For instance, social moments are more likely
to occur close to half-hour breaks as well as later in an episode,
especially during episodes of the drama/adventure and
suspense/mystery genre (relative to slice-of-life genre). By
contrast, earlier moments in an episode, especially in episodes
of the comedy genre (relative to slice-of-life genre), exhibit
comparably less potential to be social.

While, as discussed, television networks currently rely mostly
on non-systematic ad sequencing (Katz 2013; Wilbur et al.
2013), our findings may help them extract more value from
attractive ad slots, for instance through more systematic ad se-
quencing and differential pricing strategies. For systematic ad
sequencing, networks may exploit our insights to form audience
size expectations on short notice which they can leverage in their
“make-good” policies or to reward advertisers by placing their
ads after social moments. They may also advance differential
pricing schemes by charging more for ad opportunities that fol-
low social moments. Networks can leverage these strategies im-
mediately in programs in which differential ad pricing and sys-
tematic ad sequencing are easy to implement – such as in large
television events and for the share of ad inventory that is current-
ly sold programmatically – and will further benefit from these
strategies as such programming becomes more widespread, a
point we elaborate on below.

While such practices also bear advantages for advertisers,
they currently have limited power to negotiate over ad posi-
tions. Yet, our results may help advertisers advocate for the
inclusion of this aspect in ad buys and, specifically, negotiate
for ad inventory based on social moments expectations. In
addition, advertisers may leverage our insights on fixed epi-
sode characteristics that associate with social moments to

8 That is, OPE volume does not exhibit a significant relationship with OPE
deviation.

Table 6 Key results on the
relationship between valence of
OPE and audience size during ads

Variable Non-negative WOM Negative WOM

Estimate (SE) Estimate (SE)

Ad position .007 (.000) ** .007 (.000) **

OPE

LogProgramWOMVolumei 10.480 (3.689) ** 38.540 (11.550) **

LogProgramWOMDeviationi .001 (.000) ** .001 (.000) **

Interaction with ad position

LogProgramWOMVolumei ×Ad position .250 (.929) −8.974 (3.304) **

LogProgramWOMDeviationi ×Ad position −.000 (.000) ** −.000 (.000) *

Adjusted R-squared .9995 .9995

Notes: Measures for OPE and ad position are mean-centered for ease of interpretation

* p < .10, ** p < .05
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guide their ad buy strategies and place ads in contexts that are
more prone to generating social moments.

Reducing information asymmetry during ad buy negotiations
This research further provides advertisers with an improved
understanding of viewership dynamics during television epi-
sodes in the age of multiscreening consumers. In particular,
our results suggest that advertisers can leverage publicly avail-
able data (Tweets) to learn more about audience size during
television ads. Such information can help level the playing field
during ad buy negotiations with networks where information
asymmetry is a common problem (Phalen 1998). This benefit is
especially heightened because data on viewership dynamics
during individual ads is currently hard and costly for firms to
obtain (e.g., Tuchman et al. 2018). Our interviews with experts
from the television advertising industry (see Web Appendix 1)
provide further evidence of the considerable imprecision and
lag with which advertisers currently receive information about
the audience size of their ad airings. An enhanced ability to
judge the fairness of ad prices should allow advertisers to better
identify attractive programs with improved audience size dur-
ing ads (such as social episodes) as well as negotiate more
favorable ad prices in programs with less online engagement.

Program content strategies Our findings may moreover help
television networks to more strategically manage the creation
of new program content and ad opportunities. We show when
in an ad break positiveOPE deviationmost strongly associates
with higher ad audience size. These results should allow net-
works to more purposefully experiment with and optimize
program content strategies, such as how to pace program con-
tent and/or time ad breaks to viewers’ involvement levels at
relevant points during an episode.

Implications for the future of television advertising in a pro-
grammatic worldOur results highlight that OPE as an observ-
able proxy of program involvement can help identify attrac-
tive advertising opportunities across and within episodes. In
this way, we show how firms can listen in on social media to
gain cost-effective insights into consumer behavior in real-
time (e.g., Lamberton and Stephen 2016; Schweidel and
Moe 2014). While, as explained, these insights may be useful
to television networks and advertisers under the current ad
buying model, they may also prove valuable in years to come
as the industry will continue to shift to programmatic ad buy-
ing models where advertisers can bid not only on quarter-hour
time windows, but on specific ad slots in real-time similar to
online advertising. While currently only about 13% of U.S.
television ad inventory can be sold programmatically
(Peterson 2019), this approach is rapidly gaining popularity
with networks’ programmatic ad inventory and advertisers’
spending on this inventory increasing year-to-year
(eMarketer 2018).

Our research has important implications for the program-
matic future of the television ad buy industry. For example, as
discussed, advertisers currently do not have precise or timely
access to audience size data (e.g., Crupi 2019; Friedman 2012;
Lafayette 2018b; Schwarz 2019; Story 2007; expert
interviews in Web Appendix 1). This is even the case for
programmatic ad buys, where advertisers are not typically
supplied with audience size information and, rather, rely
on information on audience characteristics (e.g., demo-
graphics) and program characteristics (e.g., program
genre) to purchase impressions programmatically (e.g.,
Chordia 2018; Peterson 2019; expert interviews in Web
Appendix 1). Our approach of leveraging readily accessi-
ble OPE data can thus provide live insights about audi-
ence sizes that can help advertisers improve their real-
time bidding strategies. As such, in line with our findings,
advertisers could monitor OPE across and within specific
episodes to create expectations about audience sizes dur-
ing ad slots, and then adjust their bidding on slots accord-
ingly. Given that programmatic ad buy models rely on
real-time auctioning mechanisms, implementing our re-
sults can lend advertisers a competitive edge over com-
petitors interested in similar advertising opportunities but
with inferior tools to inform their bid values.

Limitations and directions for future research

Our study uses OPE as a scalable measure of program in-
volvement to help explain audience size during ads. Future
work may build on our results to overcome its limitations.
First, while we focus on howOPE volume and deviation relate
to ad audience size, future work may delve more deeply into
OPE content. In supplementary analyses, we show that our
key results are consistent after considering OPE valence.
Yet, further research could investigate under which conditions
positive versus negative OPE may relate differently to viewer
behavior. Additional dimensions of OPE content could also be
the subject of future work. For example, researchers could
extract topics that viewers discuss related to a program and
see how they relate to ad audience size or other measures of ad
effectiveness. Investigating characteristics of the poster of
OPE (e.g., number of followers, network centrality, user- ver-
sus firm-generated content9) might also be worthwhile.
Relatedly, future research may explore the relationship of
OPE with other important outcomes in the short- and long-
term, such as viewers’ loyalty to specific programs, or explore
OPE in non-linear television viewing contexts.

9 The OPE data we gathered from Topsy Pro does not allow us to distinguish
user- from firm-generated content. For one of the programs in our data, we thus
re-collected this data for every episode from a second data source—Crimson
Hexagon—to probe the ratio of user-generated content versus firm-generated
content. We find that firm-generated content makes up only a very small share
of program-related Tweets (4.7% on average) during its airing.
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Second, our data do not allow for the direct observation of
both an individual viewer’s OPE and channel-changing be-
havior. Such individual-level data could allow examination of
viewer characteristics and within-viewer variation of OPE
with channel-changing. Moreover, while we provide evidence
for program involvement as the key driver of our investigated
relationships, individual-level data as well as lab experiments
could allow further exploration of the psychological processes
behind the key relationships we investigate.

Last, future research could also expand our exploration of
what spurs social moments in episodes. For this, researchers
could obtain videos of the episodes and employ manual coding
or image/audio recognition technology to identify important con-
tent aspects. Such research could also complement our findings
by helping television networks produce more involving shows
which should also see higher audience size during ad breaks.
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